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Wall Street Journal
EMILY STEEL And JESSICA E. VASCELLARO
Facebook, MySpace and several other social-networking sites have been sending data to advertising
companies that could be used to find consumers' names and other personal details, despite promises they don't
share such information without consent.

The practice, which most of the companies defended, sends user names or ID numbers tied to personal profiles
being viewed when users click on ads. After questions were raised by The Wall Street Journal, Facebook and
MySpace moved to make changes. By Thursday morning Facebook had rewritten some of the offending
computer code.
Advertising companies are receiving information that could be used to look up individual profiles, which,
depending on the site and the information a user has made public, include such things as a person's real name,
age, hometown and occupation.
Several large advertising companies identified by the Journal as receiving the data, including Google Inc.'s
DoubleClick and Yahoo Inc.'s Right Media, said they were unaware of the data being sent to them from the
social-networking sites, and said they haven't made use of it.
Across the Web, it's common for advertisers to receive the address of the page from which a user clicked on
an ad. Usually, they receive nothing more about the user than an unintelligible string of letters and numbers
that can't be traced back to an individual. With social networking sites, however, those addresses typically
include user names that could direct advertisers back to a profile page full of personal information. In some
cases, user names are people's real names.
Most social networks haven't bothered to obscure user names or ID numbers from their Web addresses, said
Craig Wills, a professor of computer science at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, who has studied the issue.
The sites may have been breaching their own privacy policies as well as industry standards, which say sites
shouldn't share and advertisers shouldn't collect personally identifiable information without users' permission.
Those policies have been put forward by advertising and Internet companies in arguments against the need for
government regulation.
The problem comes as social networking sites&#8212;and in particular Facebook&#8212;face increasing
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scrutiny over their privacy practices from consumers, privacy advocates and lawmakers.
At the same time, lawmakers are preparing legislation to govern websites' tactics for collecting information
about consumers, and the way that information is used to target ads.
In addition to Facebook and MySpace, LiveJournal, Hi5, Xanga and Digg also sent advertising companies the
user name or ID number of the page being visited. (MySpace is owned by News Corp., which also owns The
Wall Street Journal.) Twitter&#8212;which doesn't have ads on profile pages&#8212;also was found to pass
Web addresses including user names of profiles being visited on Twitter.com when users clicked other links
on the profiles.
For most social-networking sites, the data identified the profile being viewed but not necessarily the person
who clicked on the ad or link. But Facebook went further than other sites, in some cases signaling which user
name or ID was clicking on the ad as well as the user name or ID of the page being viewed. By seeing what
ads a user clicked on, an advertiser could tell something about a user's interests.
Ben Edelman, an assistant professor at Harvard Business School who studies Internet advertising, reviewed
the computer code on the seven sites at the request of the Journal.
"If you are looking at your profile page and you click on an ad, you are telling that advertiser who you are,"
he said of how Facebook operated, if a user had clicked through a specific path, before the fix. Mr. Edelman
said he had sent a letter on Thursday to the Federal Trade Commission asking them to investigate Facebook's
practices specifically.
The sharing of users' personally identifiable data was first flagged in a paper by researchers at AT&T Labs
and Worcester Polytechnic Institute last August. The paper, which drew little attention at the time, evaluated
practices at 12 social networking sites including Facebook, Twitter and MySpace and found multiple ways
that outside companies could access user data.
The researchers said in an interview they had contacted the sites, which some sites confirmed. But nine
months later, the issue still exists.
The issue is particularly significant for Facebook on two fronts: the company has been pushing users to make
more of their personal information public and the site requires users to use their actual names when registering
on the site.
A Facebook spokesman acknowledged it has been passing data to ad companies that could allow them to tell
if a particular user was clicking an ad. After being contacted by the Journal, Facebook said it changed its
software to eliminate the identifying code tied to the user from being transmitted.
"We were recently made aware of one case where if a user takes a specific route on the site, advertisers may
see that they clicked on their own profile and then clicked on an ad," the Facebook spokesman said. "We fixed
this case as soon as we heard about it."
Facebook said its practices are now consistent with how advertising works across the Web. The company
passes the "user ID of the page but not the person who clicked on the ad," the company spokesman said. "We
don't consider this personally identifiable information and our policy does not allow advertisers to collect user
information without the user's consent."
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The company said it also has been testing changing the formatting for the text it shares with advertisers so
that it doesn't pass through any user names or IDs.
MySpace, Hi5, Digg, Xanga and Live Journal said they don't consider their user names or ID numbers to be
personally identifiable, because unlike Facebook, consumers are not required to submit their real names when
signing up for an account. They also said since they are passing along the user name of the page the ad is on,
not for the person clicking on the ad, there is nothing advertisers can do with the data beyond seeing on what
page their ad appeared.
MySpace said in a statement it is only sharing the ID name users create for the site, which permits access only
to the information that a user makes publicly available on the site.
Nevertheless, a MySpace spokeswoman said the site is "currently implementing a methodology that will
obfuscate the 'FriendID' in any URL that is passed along to advertisers."
A Twitter spokeswoman said passing along the Web address happens when people click a link from any Web
page. "This is just how the Internet and browsers work," she said.
Although Digg said it masks a user's name when they click on an ad and scrambles data before sharing with
outside advertising companies, the site does pass along user names to ad companies when a user visits a
profile page. "It's the information about the page that you are visiting, not you as a visitor," said Chas
Edwards, Digg's chief revenue officer.
The advertising companies say they don't control the information a website chooses to send them. "Google
doesn't seek in any way to make any use of any user names or IDs that their URLs may contain," a Google
spokesman said in a statement.
"We prohibit clients from sending personally identifiably information to us," said Anne Toth, Yahoo's head of
privacy. "We have told them. 'We don't want it. You shouldn't be sending it to us. If it happens to be there, we
are not looking for it."
Write to Emily Steel at emily.steel@wsj.com and Jessica E. Vascellaro at jessica.vascellaro@wsj.com
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